Disaster Update

By Anna Von Reitz

All the evidence here is continuing to unfold.

Ground Zero of the 7.0 Earthquake that started "mysteriously" in my hometown of Big Lake, Alaska, was a vacant lot approximately a block and a half from my house.

The HAARP-type resonance technology used is typically activated by the Navy which has mobile units on board its ships and submarines, but would also have to be allowed by the ground-based Air Force counter-measure units.

This technology leaves a characteristic "energy imprint" — and as one Witness put it, "The Earth Just Rang Like a Bell and We Don't Know Why".

Well, we do know why. And we do know who is responsible.

The energy imprint and the compression wave that followed are all consistent with a Resonance Energy Weapon attack on a tiny, defenseless, unincorporated hamlet in the middle of Alaska.

The plates in my kitchen cabinets didn't fall or slide out onto the floor as a result of shaking and sliding that occurs in a normal earthquake. Instead, whole stacks of plates broke in half as a result of a Karate Chop-like force hitting them at 90 degree angles to the progress of the shock wave.

To the Bullies and Bad Men who did this --- you are all a bunch of cowards and criminals who deserve to be removed from this planet.

I am waiting for the day when the "Tares" are swept away.

Any member of the U.S. Military involved in this --- you have committed treason against this country and its people.

Any member of the UN "Peacekeeping Forces" involved in this --- you have committed international crime and violated the ENMOD Treaty: Big Lake is not a "domestic target". And neither are we.
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